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Writing opportunity  
Instructions: How to find Snake’s blue hat  
Year group: 1 & 2 (this plan will need to be adapted depending on the year group) 
 

Outcome  
Product: 
A set of instructions on 
how to find Snake’s 
blue hat  
 

 

Skills: 
- Complete 

sentences 
(commands) 

- Join with ‘and’ 
- Adverbs of time 
- Sequence 

instructions 
- Noun phrases to 

clarify 
- Conjunctions  
- Imperative verbs 

Purpose: 
To inform 
 

Audience: 
Snake  

Reason to write & setting the scene  

After reading the book and exploring the text, a letter arrives from Snake.  He is most 
concerned that he has lost his blue hat and wonders if he could enlist the help of the 
class to help find it.  The class discuss where it could possibly be and list (additional 
writing opportunity) potential places and people they could ask.  The class search the 
school and locate the blue hat.  To let Snake know where his hat is, they agree that 
they need to write some instructions for him.  In order to do this, they need to learn 
how to write effective instructions for Snake to find them.   

Pre-writing (skills for writing) 

- Clarify with the children what instructions are and when they have come across 
them (from the teacher, family member, recipe books, signs and notices, rules for a 
game).  Discuss the purpose of these instructions: to inform someone what to do 
and how to do it. Talk about why instructions have to be clear (things may go 
wrong).  Explain that we will be spending the next few sessions ensuring we know 
how to write the instructions  

- Have two sets of instructions telling the children how to do something they know.  
One set is clear, the other not so clear.  Try them out.  Which one is better?  Why 
did the not so good one go wrong (wrong order, words not clear etc.).  Collect a list 
of what went wrong and use this to start the process of identifying the features 
(success criteria for writing) instructions.  See above for suggestions.   

- Command sentences: Have some simple instructions on the board. E.g. Hang up 
your coat.  Turn off the tap etc.  Key teaching points: features of a sentence, use of 
an imperative verb.  Start the process of building an imperative verb bank.  Activity: 
children write command sentences for use in the room to display/heads and tails 
commands (matching activity)/have scaffolded prompts as command sentence 
starters (Turn…/Put… etc)/add imperative words to command sentences.  A word 
bank could also be used to support.  
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- Using conjunctions to add more information: Use yesterday’s command sentences 
to model how to use conjunctions to add more information to the sentence.  E.g.  
Put soap on your hands and wash them under the tap.  Hang your coat up so 
children don’t trip over it.     Talk about how this helps to reader to know what else 
to do and why they are doing it.  Discuss the meanings of different conjunctions. 
Add to the earlier command sentences around the classroom.   

- Importance of sequencing:  Remind the children of why instructions need to be in 
the correct order and explain that we are focussing this session on sequencing to 
help them write their own instructions later.  Have some examples of instructions in 
the wrong order, test them out and discuss how they would not be helpful for the 
reader.  Try re-ordering them, test them and talk about how they would be useful 
for the reader.  Alternatively, you could get children to sort examples of instructions 
into those that are in the correct order and those that are not.   You could also 
introduce numbers or bullet points.  

- Adverbs of time: Remind children of the need to ensure the order is correct.  Show 
some instructions with adverbs of time on and discuss how these words help the 
reader know when to do something.  Focus on the meaning of the adverbs.  Can 
they put the adverbs in order? Is there a ‘right’ way? Add adverbs of time to 
instructions.   

- Noun phrases to clarify:  Have some instructions that do not have adjectives and 
note that this can sometimes be confusing for the reader.  E.g. Turn the tap on. 
Which tap? Hot or cold? etc.  Model adding in adjectives to support the reader’s 
understanding.  Children improve instructions adding in adjectives.  N.B. You may 
wish to stick to just adding in adjectives for noun phrases, but you may also wish to 
explore other ways of developing noun phrases: adjectives after a noun, 
prepositional phrases etc.  

NB: Some of these sessions will be optional, depending on what is appropriate for the 
year group.   

Pre-writing (content for writing) 
- Take the children on the route to find the blue hat.  Discuss what you see along the 

way.  What words might they need to use to make the instructions clear for the 
reader?  Create a word bank to support children’s writing.  Model how phonics is 
used to spell these words.   

- Follow the route to the blue hat.  Take key photos along the way to use as a prompt 
for sequencing.  Use the photos to ‘tell’ the instructions.   

- ‘Tell the instructions to a partner using the photographs.  Challenge the children to 
‘tell’ the instructions and include conjunctions, adverbs of time, noun phrases as 
appropriate.   

Planning and drafting (getting the ideas down) 

- Use an instructional template for planning. This could be a simple timeline.  Sue 
Palmer planning frames may also be useful.  Children can place the pictures on the 
timeline.  They may wish to add adverbs of time, noun phrases etc. as prompts.  
Use shared writing to model the planning process  
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- Model using a plan to write simple instructions.  Refer to the skills (success criteria 
for writing) to support.  

- Children complete a first draft of instructions.  Some children could orally record 
their instructions, some could have scribes, some could have a scaffolded writing 
frame, or some could work in a group with each child writing one of the 
instructions.  

Evaluating, editing and proofreading (reviewing and reworking, checking for accuracy) 
- The class receive a letter from Snake telling them how to send him their 

instructions.  However, Snake hasn’t checked his work and it is very difficult to read. 
NB. The errors should reflect key errors you want the children to address.  Discuss 
the need to check work so that the intended audience can read it.  Note that it 
would be useful for the children to check their work so that Snake can read it.  
Share that redrafting is something that all writers do to before their work is 
published.   

- Model checking for sense if this is a key area for your class or alternatively pick an 
appropriate focus area.  Children work in groups, pairs or individual to edit and 
improve their work   

Presenting and publishing (sharing work) 
- Rewriting work is not always a good use of time.  However, if work is to be ‘sent off’ 

to an audience, it may be useful to rewrite all or part of it.  Editing flaps could be 
useful or ICT.  If you intend to rewrite these instructions, consider special snake 
paper or strips of cut out snakes to write each instruction on to make the process 
different from just copying out.  The importance of incorporating the corrections 
into publishing is important and needs to be modelled.   
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